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Fifth Grade-Science

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2

3

4

5

6

What is an organ?

List the parts of an
animal cell.

What is mold?

What is the
difference between
a vertebrate and
invertebrate?

Define the word
classification.

Have your parents
sign the space below
so they know the
expectations of this
calendar.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

What kinds of
charges repel each
other?

How can
microorganisms be
harmful?

What role does a
cell wall play in a
cell?

List the five phyla
that vertebrates can
be put into.

What does vascular
mean?

What is a protist?

What is a cell?

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

What is the largest
class of arthropods?

What did Gregor
Mendel investigate?

What is the job of
cytoplasm in a cell?

25

26

27

Circle the pair of
charges that attract:

Define the word
environment.

Fill in the blank:

Tell how
angiosperms get
food and water.

What causes static
electricity?

21
List the five
kingdoms.

28
Fill in the blank:

_________ charges
do not move.

Draw a picture of a
closed circuit with
one light bulb.

Most ________ make
good conductors.

22

23

24

How can
microorganisms be
beneficial?

I have a balloon
with 6 negative
charges and 6
positive charges.
What charge does
the balloon have?

29
What are genes?

Fill in the blank:

What is/are the
difference(s)
between a plant and
animal cell?

The simplest
invertebrate is
called a __________.
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Dear Parents/Guardians,
Please encourage your child to answer these questions and review them regularly. This will help review and
preview information as we prepare for testing. We will go over the answers in class and your child will be required
to make changes and corrections as needed. Thank you! 
Please sign here:_____________________________

